
eLesson Plan: Theatre 2: April 27-May 1, 2020 

Subject and Grade Level    Theatre 2: 3B & 4B: 10th Grade 
Unit Title           Elizabethan Theatre: Shakespeare 
                            Contemporary Scene Interpretation with Uta Hagen Exercises 
 
 Standard(s) 

  
SC Anchor Standard 3: I can act in improvised scenes and written scripts. 
Benchmark T.P AH.3: I can apply a variety of researched acting 
techniques to seamlessly sustain character in a complex theatrical work. 
Indicator T.P AH.3.1: I can synthesize my knowledge of acting techniques 
to create a complex character. 
 
SC Anchor Standard 7: I can examine the role of theatre through history 
and culture. 
Benchmark T.C NH.7: I can relate to character experiences of a specific 
historical time period. 
Benchmark T.C IH.7: I can create a simple scene or project by applying 
characteristics from a specific culture or historical time period. 
Indicator T.R IH.7.1 I can create a simple scene/ project using another 
historical period as an inspiration. 

Objective(s) 
 

I can understand the historical and cultural significance and influence of 
William Shakespeare on both Elizabethan Theatre and all subsequent 
Theatre.  
I can interpret a Contemporary Scene and work to create my own  version 
of its characters with a group of peers using Uta Hagen’s Exercises to 
enhance my characterization.  

 Questions 
 

1. What were the major themes and concepts presented in the          
Elizabethan Theatre of Shakespeare? 

2. What were the major themes and ideas presented in         
Shakespeare’s Henry IV: Part 1 and Part 2?  

3. How would you use your creative talents to interpret a          
famous contemporary character in a scene? 

      

Instructional Design  Pacing 
Activity 1 Henry IV: Part One: Act Five & Part Two: Act One: The            

student will read the final act of Shakespeare’s famous History          
and the first act of its sequel and write a journal entry.  

 

Activity 2 Contemporary Scene Work: The student will continue to work         
on creating their characters from their Contemporary Scene        
scripts using Uta Hagen Exercises. 

 

 
Resources 

 
Technology: Edmodo.com: Notes on Shakespeare and Uta Hagen are 
located under Folders: Notes. All plays are located under Folders: 
Plays/Scripts.  All of this is also on Teams.  



Optional: Youtube.com: Crash Course Videos on Elizabethan Theatre 
and Shakespeare: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FS2ndY5WJXA 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9m5I-HO3w8w 
Email: Please email Mr. Goodrich your assignments below or turn in via 
Edmodo/Teams.  

Assignments 
 

 
1. ZOOM Meetings: No meetings this week- please catch up on 

assignments. 
2. Henry IV: Part 1: Act Five & Part 2: Act One: Read Act 5 of Part 

1 and Act 1 of Part 2 and complete the journal entry assignment on 
Edmodo or Teams.  

3. Uta Hagen’s Object Exercise 5: Use the Hagen Exercise 5 Handout 
to complete this exercise, using your character from your 
Contemporary Scene.  Record yourself as your character 
performing this exercise and email the video to Mr. G or upload it to 
Edmodo or Teams.  Instructions are on Edmodo and Teams. 

4. Contemporary Scenes:  
a. Don’t worry about recording a rehearsal this week.  Check-in 

with your partner (s) and rehearse if needed.  
b. Continue memorizing lines- final scenes are due Thursday, 

May, 22, 2020.  
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